Getting Started in
Exporting
N1ancvBartels

xporting. It's one of
t.be ~o.t strate.gi.e.S.f~r
helping boost busi__

nesses of all kinds,

gear manufacturing

among

should be looking into exporting

now, or is, this Just

a myth?
RN: You have to ask
some fundamental questions

them. With dome tic mar-

about your company,and,

kets tight and new markets

depending

opening up overseas, 'export-

maybe the overallconclu-

on tbe answers,

ing seems like a reasonable

sian will be that exporting is

tactic. But while the pres-

not going to bean appropri-

sure is on to' sell everseas,

ate match. But having said

there is equal.justifiable con-

that, it's important to remem-

don', even try. The fact is

Mana,ging a business

cern about whether the move

ber the statement

that getting into exporting is

tod,a,y is hard wOlrik. Let

is a good one. Horror stories

Butterworth.

not nearly as complicated.

abound about foreign restric-

of the Board at Loctite Corp.,

time-consuming,

tions, bureaucratic

a manufacturer of adhesives

sive as most people think.

by Ken

the Chairman
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and

which exports about 65% of

GT: What are the kinds

and nu-

its product He says, ''the big-

ances of doing business in

gest non-tariff barrier to U.S.

other languages

exports is the attitude of the

of 'questions a. gear manufacturer should be asking
before mLking the decision

UManaglement Mat.ters' lend a hand. Tell
us what management
ma,Uers iinterest y,oUl.
Wlrite to UlS at P.O.IBo.x
1426. E.lk. GIrQ:ve, IL

CEO." A lot of people start

to export?

160009. or eall our staff

snafus,

carloads of paperwork,
the complications

and with

other cultures.
Is exporting

really

a

sound approach to competitiveness in the 90s? To find
the answer,
nology

Gear Tech-

talked

off with the perception that
"I cannot export my product," and, therefore,
,-

with Rick

director of AGMA and now

VA, that

specializes ill trade and competitiveness
for precision

development
components

manufacturers.

GT: Let's begin with
thevery basic 'question. Is
it true tbateverybody

•

•

.••
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•
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DloDl-tariff

the president of Norment &
in Falls Church,

, .:

The' bigg'est

Norment, former executive

Associates, a cons ulting firm

I••

or expen-

RN: First, you should be
asking the basic marketing

they

questions. Is there a market

, •

for this product in the country in which I wish to sell it?
Can I sell competitively
there? Can I sell for less
than. the local suppliers

or

for the same price with bet-

'••.
''•..
,•.
,.'.
I.

I.'.'.'111'111 ••

ter quality?
The dramatic shift in exchange rates over the last
couple of years have really
been to our advantage here.
Because the dollar has been
substantially

'.:.111.,.:111.

at (7'08,),437-6604.

devalued

and

many other currencies have

Rick Norment
is the pre ident ofNorment
& Associates. Inc.. Falls
Church. VA. a consulting
firm specializing in go 11ernme1lt relations
and
trade alld competitiveness
development for precision
components manufacturers. He is also former Executive Director of the
America/]· Gear Monufac-

turers Association.
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risen, the price equation is : are matters like: What kind

zero exports to 30% of your

evaluate it for your product,

much more competitive now. : oftrade restrictions does this

product

your niche. It's back to those

Another basic question to : country have? What about
ask is: What is the average
ing about? If you're talking
about

orders

What

: other countries are in there

or : trying to sell the same kinds

of $500

$1,000 or even $10,000, it ~ of products?

competitive on price? Is there

which countries to enter on a

a barrier for getting into the

rational,

market? Can you get easy

not an emotional

basis. For example,

in the

past couple of years, there's

access to it? Can your customer pay you?

Also ask about in-coun-

been this gold-rush mentality about Central and East-

exporting requires

gears, the price of the order : tion. It always amazes me
is frequently

Can you be

Make the decision about

with : try capability and competi-

could be difficult to turn a
profit. But remember

old questions:

Grow slowly.

: tariffs? What about certifi-

size of the order we're talk- ~ cation requirements?

in the first year.

measured

GT: It sounds as though
a lot of

ern Europe. People say, "Gee

preparation,

in : how someone will say, ''I'm

whiz, my grandparents were

fact finding before you even

research,

and

of ~ going to sell these gears in

from Poland, so let's go to

get into it. How difficult is it

dollars. In a case like that, : Germany. " Well, that's a re-

Poland." Poland may not be

to get the kind of informa-

: ally tough market. They have

a bad choice, but you have to

tion you're

hundreds
there's

of thousands

enough of a differ-

talking about?

ential as a result of the ex- ~ a powerful domestic market
change rates to make export-

: already and a strong tradi-

ing quite feasible.

: tion of preferring

GT: Is there such a thing : made

products.

GermanUnless

as a company being too small : you've got a significant qualto export?
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Export Checklist

companies with as few as 30 : not impossible, of course, but
employees who have rather : there are other markets that
significant

:

•
•

~ ity and price differential,

RN: No. I know of gear : that's a very tough sell. It's

•

1.ls there a market for this product in •
this particular country?

of : are a lot more accessible.

percentages

their total sales in exporting.

Most of the other factors

It's the size of the order, not ~ that inhibit companies from

2. Can I sell the product for less than

the size of the company that : getting involved with export: ing are mental.I always coun-

makes the difference.lfyour

company is big enough to fill : sel people to proceed with
big : caution, and that's something

the order, then you're

enough to export it. Sixty- : that you can do with exportfour percent of all products

: ing. Start small. Do some

exported from the U.S. come : exploration first. Look at the
from manufacturers with less : market, get a sense for it, talk
: to potential customers, find

than 500 employees.
GT: What other things

maybe

Actually,

•
•
3. What size orders can I reasonably ••
•
expect to be filling?

: out whattheir prices are. You

4. What kind of import restrictions

this is : swers you get.

the question

price with better quality?

: might be surprised at the an-

do you have to consider?
RN:

• the local suppliers or for the same

that

For example, it's logical

should be asked first: How : to look to Mexican and Ca-

does this country have?

am I going to get paid? This : nadian exporting. These are
is not always a simple yes- : close-by countries.

Getting

or-no matter. But you cer- : across the border is much
tainly need to know if you : simpler; so are the customs
can get a certified letter of ~ and shipping
credit from a customer,

regulations.

or : Once you find you can ex-

is he going to want to barter

: port to Canada or Mexico

or whatever.

: and make a profit at it, then

That's

abso-

lutely crucial.

: maybe you want to expand a

Other things to consider
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: little. Butdon 'ttry to go from

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
5. Who are my competitors In this •
•
•
•
particular market?
•
•

•
•

6. How am I going to get paid?

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•
•
•

•

to get a sense for your mar-

How expensive is it?

RN: Not nearly as ex- : ket. You may have a couple
pensive as you might think.

of false

starts.

The first

You can find out what you

couple of countries you look

need to know to enter a par-

into

ticular market for as little as

choices, but in the end you'll

$10,000. And that price will

find the right niche.

information,

not

be

good

G T: And where

include the cost of gaining:
the necessary

may

does

: one find this information?

having somebody assist you

RN: Two ofthe most use-

to analyze it and focus it spe-

ful resources are your state

cifically

and federal

to your company

governments.

and product needs, help de-

They will give you lots of

velop some of the contacts

guidance

and assistance.

that need to be made, and the : They have access to inforplane ticket for the first trip. : mation about countries

all

You certainly don't need to : over the world. Find your
hire a Vice-President

of In- : local office of the U.S. For-

ternational Markets.
GT:

And

eign and Commercial

how

does this kind of information gathering

: economic

take?

RN: If you're

development.

Most major metropolitan ar-

going to : eas have one or both of these.

make a focused, intense ef- : These are the people to talk
to. They know the countries.

fort, you can do it in as little:

as eight weeks. In that period : They know the names

diseng vl.l
Is the first gear design
software that really designs
and not just calculates.

diseng vl.l
Is really easy to use in your
PC, because it permits
achieving high performance
results since it is also a
research tool for analyzing
the influence of each single
parameter variation
in the results.
diseng vl.l
Also has preliminary
dimensioning program
presented as a spread sheet.

Ser-

vice or your state office of

long:

all

inone

diseng vl.l
Has standard English and
metric unit systems included
Technical Support in the USA and Canada:
THE DUDLEY TECHNICAL GROUP. INC.
Gear Systems Consultants
17 I 50 Via Del Campo, Suite 308
San Diego, California, 92127-2139 USA
Phone (1-800) 354-5178 Fax (619) 487-4893

GEAR

DESIGN

SOFTWARE

How does it work?
FIRST
You define for each
parameter, such as ratio,
center distance, pressure
angle, etc., a convenient
set of values that you are
really able to use.
SECOND
You define your performance needs regarding
Pitting Life, Bending Life,
Scoring Probability,
Reliability Level and
Operating Conditions.
THIRD
You wait a few seconds
until diseng© finds out the
best solution within your
particular possibilities.

(J"

"Demo & Full Demo
Disk Available"

•

,".'

of

of time, you can get a suffi- : major players, etc.
cient sense of the market- :

Be aware, however, that

place, find out whether or : the information you get from
not you've got any real shot:

the government

is going to

at it. It can, of course, take : be pretty general. They're not
longer. Major corporations:

going to know the gear in-

may have hundreds of people:

dustry specifically,

doing analysis for six months:

may want to also consult with

so you

before they make a move to a : someone who is familiar with
the industry as well.

particular country, but when:
they go in, they're

talking:

GT: Once a company has

contracts of hundreds of mil- : made the decision to go into a
lions of dollars.
I'm a big believer in the:
KISS method. Keep it short:
and simple. There's no hard:
and fast rule about how much:
time or money this informa-

country, what other kind of
resources does it have to have
in place?
get the orders. While you can
: send a salesperson

into the

country, that genera IIy is not

I think you should start off:

cost-effective.

with the expectation that this:

is to find a manufacturer's

The best way

is going to be something that : rep or distributor
requires a little bit of effort:

for your

product. Again, either gov-

As I said be- : ernment or private sources

fore, go slow. Take the time:

WE'RE

LOOKING FOR NEW

MATERIAL ON ALL ASPECTS OF
GEAR DESIGN, RESEARCH,
MANUFACTURING,
DEVELOPMENT.

are available to help you find

AND

IF YOU HAVE

AN ARTICLE YOU'D

RN: You need a way to

tion gathering will take, but:

and money.

GEAR TECHNOLOGY
is looking for a few
good pens.

LIKE TO

SHARE OR AN IDEA FOR AN
ARTICLE YOU'D

LIKE TO DISCUSS

WITH ONE OF OUR EDITORS,
CALL US AT

(708) 437-6604.

ASK FOR A COPY OF OUR
"WRITER'S

GUIDELINES."

the right person. Make a trip
over to interview

Visit some ma-

candidates.

jor prospective

GT:

How do you go : ing to export to Bosnia. these

the factory level Or he'll be

these : days. I mean, think about it.

there, but he'U have a differ-

severalaboutev.aluating

customers

people? How do you know

Does the Bank of Bosnia

ent job. You have to remem-

they're

have any money? Cana buyer

ber that in these countries.

any good?'

couple of

and train the rep all in one
shot. By having an "in-coun-

RN: This you handle just

get money out of thecoun-

there's

like you would getting any

try? Can you get goods in?

generations who don't know

try" contact working for you

other kind of vendor. Ask for

Somehow I doubt it.

how to do business outside

On t.he other hand, you

a whole

the structure of centra] gov-

all the ti.me, you'll get the

a client

contacts and feedback on the

people. Find out how long

can't

market you need to make

they've been in business and

things. It's common

these

don't.know how to deal with.

the orders.

how many employees

days to think you can't get a

a free market economy yet.

GT: Wbat. about
cialtzed

spe-

legal, financial,

or other services?
RN: The first thing to remember

is that you don't

have to put these people on
YOtlI

to the

they

com-

It's not that they don't want

pany. Some of these people,

the right product and the de-

don't always know how or

especially

mand is there. I just got in-

have

if the service is

narrowly focused, like tran -

and good client lists.

I would recommend try-

dation of letters of credit,

ing to deal with vendors in

handling aU the tariff forms,

your area. Most major met-

the shipping, the bills of lad-

ropolitan

ing. While not a big one, there

built-in infrastructure

will be a charge for this, of

patriates

from

course.

countries

who have exper-

areas

have this
of ex-

particular

back to the business of the

tise in the areas you need ..

size of the order. It has to be

Again,

big enough to make it worth

mercial.

The U.S. and Foreign
Commercial

Service call be

a big help here too.

They

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

working out of their homes.

cluding verification and vali-

incurring these expenses.

organizational

been doing this for year .

paperwork

why we're

the

MANAGEMENT MATTERS

lation, may have only two or

They've got great reference s

That's

They

to deal with you, but they

pany, which will do all the
down to and in-

planning.

letter of credit from Russia.

ally reliable people may have

a freight-forwarding

ernment

WeU, you can if you have

looking for can be
You can hire

assume

be

three employees .. Some re-

subcontracted.

always just

put off by a small size com-

have. Don't necessarily

The experti e

payroll

you're

list. Talk

state's

the Foreign

and eustemerswhn

or your

economic

develop-

ment agency can help you
contact them.

••

•

••.,

.,

to, IHsten more Icar,efu'lly. That same,

awareness of customer

'.,.,

··!concerns

should! spin ove!r intO

I

the domestic market.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

olved in an orderfor a half-

When

speak a

different Ilanguag:e, people tend

Com-

Service

GT:

Wh,en deaHng withl ne!w marke'ts

you're

milfion

yards

aU thisinforma-

There's

a Ukrainian

of denim.

I.•

structure to do it.. And that
lack

Call

m4e

it really hard

have lists of reliable lawyers,

evaluating

bankers, etc. in given coun-

tlon, are there any red. Hags

erative

tries. Say you need an Indian

to leek for that would indi-

looking for this denim, and

right now, In a few years

barrister

cate that a particular

com-

they not only had a certified

it'll be different,

pany is a bad. export risk?

letter of credit.but the money

It's helpful to look at.the

who can speak

Hindi. They' Ube able to provide you with a list.

coop-

for you to make money exporting

of manufacturers

to those countries

on deposit at the Citibank of

evaluation process like a set

we've already talked about

New York.

of balance scales. Each of

look for suppliers of special-

are important. Are there trade

Political

ized skills. such as transla-

Another

RN:. Some of the things

good place to

continuity

is

the factors we've been talk-

barriers or other factors ill

another factor to watch for.

ing about is one weight you

Yellow

the market that are going to

In Central and Eastern Eu-

put on the scale. At some

Pages, which:is available free
from the U.S. Foreign and

make this too difficult? Po-

rope especially, this is diffi-

point, the balance is going to

litical

tion, is the Export

Commercial

Service. It has

lots of names.
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cult. The person you're deal-

tip one way or the other. For

I

ing with today may not be

example,

don't think I'd consider try-

there in six months - even on.

met.hod of payment win be a

conditions

important.

are also

For example,

sometimes

the

little convoluted, but if we're

where thinking about export-

talking about an order of sev-

ing can help you in the do-

eral million dollars, maybe

mestic market as well. It's

it's worth the extra hassle.

good discipline in this sense:

GT: What about the
language barrier? How important is it to have someone on your payroll that
speaks the language of the
country or countries to
which you're exporting?
RN: It's useful. Again,
we're
back to either a

When dealing

manufacturer's

a new

with

market, maybe with people
speaking

a different

better,

more

carefully

what that customer

to

That same kind of attitude
should

spill over into the

domestic market.
on other parts of a business

not absolutely

necessary.

as well. Companies who ex-

language

port tend to become much

of the gear industry is bro-

more competitive,

ken English.

the domestic market. When
exporting, you have to really

or French or Japa-

watch your costs and your

somebody

the neighborhood

in

who can

quality

control and every-

thing else because if a prod-

help translate it.

uct is defective,

GT: What about product modifications? Should
you plan to in vest in changing your product to appeal
to everseas markets?

easy to retrieve the part and
Malaysia ..Exporting compa-

RN: Yes. You should be

their quality control, produc-

prepared

to make

some

it's not as

fix it when it's sitting in

their processes and improve
tivity, and efficiency,

and

while they're

turer.for onething, you. have

the overseas market, they're

to be prepared to make your

doing it for the domestic

products for 'export to met-

market as well.

ric specifications.

ketplace first. Talk to the
customers, Find out what

GT: One final question: If you had 50 words
of ad.vice to a gear company thinking of getting
Inte exporting;
what
would they be.
RN: First, don't fall into

On the other hand, don't
the product

and

then go to the market. That's
backwards.

Go to the mar-

doing it for

they want. If your customer

the trap of assuming

wants the machine in metric

you can't

export.

and painted

cautious,

judicious

purple,

then

that's what you should be pre-

around,

pared togive him. You can have

assumptions,

the best product in the world,

surprised

without

that

Take a
look
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Fu'lly implementedSPC. land data
communications ,caipabilities, utilizingl
state of the art CIMIM's and 1M,. 1MIprecision
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P.O. BOX 409, PLYMOUTH, MI48170
(313) 459-2440
In Mich. 1·800-482-1773·
FAX (313) 459·2941
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~DoYou Have Our
Next Cover?
. Gear Technology is looking for
good cover art, If you have

, a professional photo of
gearing in operation that you think:
.will look good on the next cover

of Gear Technology, please send
it for review:

any prior

and you'll be

what you might

but if the customer doesn't

find. Then, go slow. Pro-

want it, you don't have a sale.

ceed with caution.

Tills is one of the places

.~

METRIC OR AMERICAN STANDARD
SPUR, INTERNAL 1\ EXTERNAL
HELICAL, INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
WORMS. WORM GEARS
SERRATIONS • SHAFTS
SPLINES, INTERKAL& EXTERKAL
SPROCKETS • CLUSTERS
SEGMENTS • SPINDLES
RATCHETS '. GEAR BOXES

nies tend to really tighten up

changes. As a gear manufac-

redesign

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

even in

are, if you get a letter in
nese, there's

Reishauer Ground G,ean
Mosl Type Gears Manufactured
Com p Ieteto CustomeirS.pie:cltlcatl 0 os

wants ..

tributor. It's helpful, but it's

Spanish

s

guage, people tend to listen

This same effect works

And chances

IJP TO AGMA 15, MIL-I-45208A & MIL-STD-45662
FROM A SINGLE GEAR TO LONG RUN PROOUCTION. INCLUDING
PROTOTYPE EMERGENCY REPAIR/REBIJILD SERVICE
SIZE RANGE: FROM UNDER 1' to 48' DIAMETER

lan-

rep or a dis-

The international

QUALITY
GEARS

But by

Gear Technology An Dept
1401 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove ViUage, IL 60007

all means, proceed .•
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